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About Pre Tee Ball Training
Pre Tee Ball training is a non-competitive program focused on fun, fitness, and 
fundamentals where players two years from kindergarten  are first introduced to the basics 
baseball and softball. DYBSA is focused on teaching the fundamentals of the game in a fun 
environment while incorporating a high level of physical activity.  There are no games at this 
level.

VOLUNTEERING 
DYBSA is a non-profit volunteer led organization.  There are many volunteer opportunities 
for parents to get involved.  You can coach, become the team announcer, team 
photographer, league president, baseball committee member, or board member.

Lightning (Park district info)
One prolonged horn blast signifies a strong lightning risk. Everyone must clear the field and 
head for shelter immediately.  It is safe to return to the area when three short horn blasts 
are heard and the strobe light is off and no lightning has been visible for 30 minutes.

Practices
Pre T-Ball Training meets once a week on Saturday morning.

Equipment
The head coach will be provided foam balls, flight control balls, t-balls, throw down bases, 
cones, Tees, jerseys and hats available for pickup at The DYBA Shed.  The Shed is open: 
Mondays: 5-8pm. Thursdays: 5-8pm. Saturdays: 9am-12pm. Located at Woodland Park 
(southeast corner of the parking lot).

Each player will need to have their own helmets, bats, baseball or sweat pants, plastic cleats 
or gym shoes, and glove.

Parent information Guide

https://www.deerfield.il.us/DocumentCenter/View/1039/Thorguard-Information-Flyer


INTRODUCTION 
Week 1 is a bit different than the other weeks because it’s new for everyone and 
you pass out jerseys.  Take the first few minutes when everyone arrives to 
introduce yourself to the players and parents and get each player setup with a 
jersey and hat.  Players can sometimes be nervous since this is all new to them.

• Huddle up in a circle and welcome players 
• Have each player say their name and school they attend (players & coaches) 
• Pass out jerseys and hats
• Pass out the foam balls and explain how to practice playing toss up to yourself.  
Have the players give the ball to their parents to practice at home.
• Focus on the reason for being there

HAVE FUN, TRY HARD, BE A GOOD SPORT 

WEEKLY SESSIONS
Each weekly session will follow the same routine.  You’ll first run the bases one 
player at a time.  Second play catch without a glove using the foam balls, next hit 
off the tee two players at a time with everyone else in the field, next parents roll 
grounders to each player, finally play catch with gloves on.  In the 5th week you can 
start to introduce a simulated game where the hitter takes their swing and runs to 
first base.

LEARN TO RUN THE BASES 
• Following the introductions line up all the players at home plate.  Explain the path 
to run around the bases.  For some pre-k players this will be new to them for K 
players this can be a warm up. 
• For round two, the players will advance to each base one at a time and will stop 
on each base. They will move to the next base when they are cued. 
Spend time on each of the skills outlined in this guide throwing, catching, hitting.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rls5voRVVP8


15 minutes before game time the practice begins.

WARM UPS - 5 mins
1. As players are arriving start by having everyone run the bases two times around
2. Next line up on the 1st base line and do arm circles
3. Next have players skip from the first base line across the field and back to warm up 

their calf and hamstring
4. Next have them face home plate and shuffle from first to second and back
5. Finally have them sprint from first to second and back

THROWING - 5 mins

Most players at this level do not yet have the ability to catch the ball on a fly.  We want 
them to get used to the ball coming at them so it’s easiest to start with grounders and 
throwing. Line up 1 coach for 3-4 players. Have the coach roll a grounder and have the 
players throw back.  Tricks to keep them engaged include calling out their name, having 
them call for the ball, and having them start on the ground and pop up when their name is 
called.  If possible the coach can have 2 balls going to maximize engagement with the 
players.
 

Learning to Catch



Learning to Hit

PRACTICE PLAN | 15 MINUTES 

HITTING OFF A TEE

● Have all players put their helmets on.  This is important for two reasons 1) 
There may be accidental errant swings 2) It minimizes the time to switch 
between the field and hitting if everyone is wearing a helmet.

● With one parent working with each player that is at a let each player take 5 
swings.

● All other players are fielding and place the fielded balls in a bucket.
● After 5 swings rotate.  Stopp all hitting during the rotation with bats down.
● Repeat until each player has hit one time.  Play it by ear to see if the kids 

want to do a second round.



Learning to throw

PRACTICE PLAN WEEK ONE | 15 MINUTES 

ALTERNATE THROWING
If you don’t have enough coaches for the grounder activity line up all the players at 
the fence or in the outfield and have them throw the ball at the same time.  Then 
have them pick it up and repeat.

While players are throwing the ball give each player 5 swings on the Tee

3 INNING GAME BEGINS

CONCLUSION 
At the end of each game we

● Line up and give the other teams high fives
● Huddle up and chant 2-4-6-8 who do we appreciate [opposing team name], 

[opposing team name] go [opposing team name]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V73bznBe0ek


Team cheer

PRACTICE PLAN | 5 MINUTES 

WRAP UP AND CHEER
Bring all players into a circle at the end.  Review what we learned today and asked 
them if they had fun.  Have everyone put their fist in the center of the circle and 
have 1 player lead us by yelling 1 - 2 - 3 Go Warriors!

Collect all the equipment and adjourn.



Throwing Technique

Front elbow comes upPinky down to the thigh

We teach long arm at this level to teach being accurate, throw harder, and learn how to 
use your arm.

Step with the 
opposite leg of your 
throwing hand

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OXDLyeUVfNI


Catching Technique

We teach catching with 2 hands thumbs together

At the T-Ball level most players are not able to catch.  The tendency is to want to do a 
basket catch.  For safety we’d prefer players to catch with their hands up thumbs 
together.  To do this practice tossing to yourself thumbs together with the foam ball or 
tennis ball until you are comfortable.  The foam balls help players build confidence and 
hand eye coordination before playing catch with the harder ball.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_Wsnjf2k7w


STRIDE
HIPS
HANDS

HITTING - 5 SWINGS EACH

The best swing will help develop a good line drive. In order for us to hit line drives with 
maximum power we use a 3 step technique; stride, hips, hands. We need to take our hands 
to the ball on an even level plane.  We don't wanna swing down like this because now we're 
gonna hit a ground ball and we don’t want to drop our hands and swing up to the ball, 
because that will make us hit a pop up.

At this age level that may be too complex for some players and that’s OK.  For players 
that aren’t ready they only need to remember two things:

Feet a little wider than shoulder width apart
Swing as hard as you can

Hitting Technique

Wide legs for balance
Front toe at corner of 
the plate

Stride Turn hips  Hands to the ball all 
the way through

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R-FCVMz55pQ


Full Clinic Recording

14u travel mentor and 30 year veteran coach Dan Mayer

CONCLUSION 
At the end of each game or practice we

● Line up and give the other teams high fives (if with another team)
● Huddle up and chant 2-4-6-8 who do we appreciate [opposing team name], [opposing 

team name] go [opposing team name] (if with another team)
and / or

● Huddle up and chant 1-2-3 Go (Our team name) to build camaraderie 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QBta_eWCDEU

